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Step 1: Cut paper 6” x 12" 1.5 4.5
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Step 2: Score on the short side at 1.5" and 4.5" 

Step 3: Score the long way at 5" and 7". 

Place your Scor-Mat into your Scor-Pal, measurements are facing up. 

Step 4: Turn your paper over; line up the left side of your paper 
to the 3.5" 
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Take a ruler and line it up with the diagonal line that runs 
diagonally from the top left corner to the bottom right corner of 
the Scor-Mat. (45°). Score along this line until you come to the 
crease line at the 5" score line. Rotate your paper and do the 
same on all 4 sides.  Make sure the left edge of the paper is 
aligned with the 3.5" line to ensure the correct angle. Remove 
the mat and deepen the score lines using any groove on the 
Scor-Pal. Rotate your paper and do the same on all 4 sides.  

Make sure the left edge of the paper is aligned with the 3.5" line to ensure the correct angle. Remove the mat 
and deepen the score lines using any groove on the Scor-Pal. 
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Step 5: Fold in side creases. Flatten with score tool. Fold and flatten the scores you made at 5" and 7". Fold in 
the diagonal scores.  

 

 

 

 

  Glue

Step 6:  Glue the sections above the diagonal score lines, and glue them into the 
center.  Then turn the paper around and do the same on the other side.  See 
picture. 
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Step 7:  The diagonal lines enable you 
to make the sides of the treat bag.  
Attach Scor-Tape to the outside of the 

diagonally scored areas. Bring the sides together; use your crop a dile to punch 
two holes. String ribbon through and tie off. Voliá a Haunting Treat Box. 


